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Executive Summary
This vision plan outlines a strategy to transform
Fourth Avenue into Brooklyn Boulevard- a
premier livable street. This vision proposes
an active street for residents, economic
opportunities for local businesses and exhibit
spaces for the artist community. These goals
will be achieved through traffic-calming
measures, streetscaping, placemaking and
wayfinding improvements, and community
partnerships.
Fourth Avenue is one of eight north-south roads

heading southeast from Atlantic Avenue. It is
primarily used as a main artery for traffic, as it
extends for 6.2 miles from Downtown Brooklyn
to the Verrazano Bridge and crosses through
four neighborhoods. The residential character,
proximity to transit, and network of schools and
community organizations ensure that Fourth
Avenue has the traits necessary to become a
great livable street. Traffic safety is a particular
concern for residents and users, as Fourth
Avenue is the third most dangerous intersection
in Brooklyn.
Fourth Avenue’s history dates back to the
founding of Brooklyn in the mid- 17th century.
Over the past 400 years, population growth and
changing industries have led to varied patterns
of residential, commercial, and industrial use
along the Avenue. In the past decades, the
Park Slope portion of the Avenue was rezoned
to allow for larger commercial and residential
spaces while Bay Ridge remained zoned as
a special district, designed to preserve the
neighborhood character. The result has been a
mismatch of uses and styles of architecture. The
coherent vision for the Avenue presented in this
vision ties the neighborhoods together with a
single identity: Brooklyn Boulevard.
Brooklyn Boulevard will be a livable street
that engages residents and visitors through
visual, social, and economic opportunities.
A great street creates an experience, has a
defined sense of place, embodies local cultural
identities, and accommodates multiple forms
of transportation. The great street is accessible
for all users, is visually pleasing and provides a
mix of retail and commercial amenities. These

Historic images of Fourth Avenue show what was a tree
lined street with grand landscaped mall before subway
line was placed under the street.

Landscaping and artwork on median and street trees
will help restore corridor.

Improved streetscaping and open space at Flatbush
Avenue/ Atlantic Avenue/ Fourth Avenue Intersection
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considerations are central to the vision for Brooklyn Boulevard. International examples of livable
streets include Boulevard Saint Laurent in Montreal, Las Ramblas in Barcelona, and Bahnhofstrasse
in Zurich. Broadway in Manhattan, and Eastern and Ocean Parkways, in Brooklyn and the Bronx
Greenway are examples of livable streets in New York.
In the fall of 2009, the Office of the Brooklyn Borough President invited a team of decided to work
with a New York University Urban Planning Capstone studentsto develop a vision for Fourth Avenue.
The selected team, Spark Fourth Avenue, assisted in guiding a community-based process that
focused on meetings with stakeholders, meetings with government and non-profit subject matter
experts, a comparison of domestic and international projects, and a critical analysis of design theory.

Spark Fourth Avenue developed four goals to guide the Brooklyn Boulevard vision:
Brooklyn Boulevard will be a safe place to walk, live, and leisure
Brooklyn Boulevard will be ripe with amenities and easy to use
Brooklyn Boulevard will have a defined sense of place, connect neighborhoods,
and embody local cultural identities
Brooklyn Boulevard will contain streetscaping that enhances the user experience
These goals are a result critically assessing the assets and deficiencies of the Avenue. The
recommendations that follow focus on transportation, streetscaping, land use, placemaking and
wayfinding, and community engagement as interventions to guide the vision for the Avenue.
Implimentation priorities along the avenue include these interventions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Install temporary median improvements such as artwork and plantings
Ensure six trees are planted, per block, throughout the study area
Establish Brooklyn Boulevard branded signage for the entire corridor
Install street lighting and benches that advertise the Brooklyn Boulevard brand and make
the boulevard safe and walkable
Create a grand entrance at the Atlantic Avenue & Flatbush intersection
Improve traffic flow at the Atlantic Avenue & Flatbush intersection
Differentiate materials in pedestrian crosswalks, specifically around schools
Install neckdowns around subways
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This report synthesizes the results of these
goals and priorities into a comprehensive set of
recommendations that will effectively transform
Fourth Avenue into a great livable street. The
new boulevard will be beneficial for multimodal users and will allow for the coexistence
of commercial, retail, and residential users.
The report concludes with comprehensive
recommendations for four intersections:
1) Atlantic Avenue & Flatbush Avenue
2) 9th Street and Fourth Avenue
3) 43rd Street and Fourth Avenue
4) 86th Street and Fourth Avenue
The appendix concludes with a summary of the
Spark Fourth Avenue stakeholder meeting and
results from the Park Slope Civic Council’s forum
on Fourth Avenue.
Fourth Avenue’s strategic location and access
to transit helps ensure the Avenue’s continued
growth and vitality. Moreover, the existing
residential character and deep history help the
Avenue to maintain its relevance for all New
Yorkers. This plan is designed to achieve a vision
of how Brooklyn Boulevard will foster growth
and lead Brooklyn over the next 100 years.
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Project Timeline
The Brooklyn Borough President’s Office (BBPO) invited a NYU Master of Urban Planning Capstone
team to develop a vision that transforms Fourth Avenue in to a grand boulevard of Brooklyn. The
initial client meeting occurred in early September 2009, where projects expectations were outlined
and deliverables were determined.
For the next three months, Spark researched the project site, conducted interviews, made several
site visits, and consulted with the client’s representative. In December 2009, Spark presented
preliminary findings and received feedback from the client at an interim presentation in Borough Hall
in Brooklyn.
On February 9th, 2010, in coordination with the Office of the Brooklyn Borough President, Spark
hosted a stakeholder meeting for community members, elected officials, and community leaders.
After a short presentation, meeting participants brainstormed the assets and liabilities of the
Avenue. After a brief discussion of assets and liabilities, participants were separated into groups
to develop ideas for the future of the Avenue. See Appendix A for details on feedback from this
meeting.
On March 3, 2010, the Park Slope Civic Council (PSCC) held a public forum on “The Future of
4th Avenue.” Through surveying individual community members, the Council developed a list
of recommendations about streetscaping, school safety, and infrastructure improvements. A
reproduction of the PSCC survey results are included in the appendix of this report. (Appendix B and
C)
The Spark Fourth Avenue visioning process concludes with a presentation on April 27, 2010 at the
Office of the Brooklyn Borough President.
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Summary of Recommendations
1. Transportation Recommendations
Improving safety and transit efficiency is necessary for the health of the boulevard. This is a priority
for residents on the Avenue.
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10

Gather Traffic Data and Execute A Traffic Calming Study for the Entire Corridor
Improve Existing Medians
Create Loading Zones During Rush Hour in Peak Direction
Improve and/or Reduce Left Turn Lanes
Install Neckdowns
Create a Vision for Future Developments with Temporary Improvements
Adopt Leading Pedestrian Intervals at Key Intersection
Strengthen Bicycle Corridors on Third and Fifth Avenues
Implement Metered Parking in Commercial Areas Along the Avenue
Improve Public Transportation Service & Stations

2. Streetscaping Recommendations
Streetscaping will create a coherent urban fabric through continuity of design. It will creatively
use existing infrastructure, and develop space for active community engagement. The following
recommendations will achieve these goals.
2.1 Increase the Total Number of Street Trees to Six Per Block
2.2 Develop and Execute a Street Tree Planting Strategy & Tree Maintenance Plan
2.3 Coordinate Improvements to Existing Medians and Improve Functionality
2.4 Create Textured Crosswalks and Increase the Size of Pedestrian Refuges in Middle of
Median
2.5 Incorporate Streetscape Amenities for Leisure and Livability
3. Land Use Recommendations
Vacant and underutilized land is an asset on the Avenue. Short- term and long-term land use
decisions will shape the built environment of the Avenue and ensure that density is well-planned and
well executed.
3.1 Plan for a Cooperative Approach to Development of Residential Buildings and Commercial
Amenities
3.2 Phase Development at Transit Nodes
3.3 Reduce Parking Requirements and Prohibit Setbacks for New Construction
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4. Wayfinding and Placemaking Recommendations
Wayfinding and placemaking establish the context, character, and usability of Brooklyn Boulevard.
Streetside improvements will improve how users experience and understand the Avenue.
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5

Promote Brooklyn Boulevard with Kiosks and Signage Improvements
Add Consistent Flower Pots and Lighting
Revive and Celebrate Historic Structures in the Study Area
Create Place by Promoting Livability
Coordinate Wayfinding Interventions with Existing City Partners & City Plans

5. Community Engagement Recommendations
The Vision Plan for Brooklyn Boulevard is contingent upon a comprehensive set of improvements
that better the lives of Fourth Avenue’s residents and visitors. Community engagement is key to
creating partnerships that will help Fourth Avenue grow over the next 100 years.
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8

Connect Residents and Schools through Art, Gardening, and Safety Initiatives
Support Existing, and Develop New, Educational Opportunities
Reprogram Vacant Buildings into Arts Workshop Space
Investigate Tax Incentives and Financing to Support Residential Diversity
Foster Public- Private Relationships Along the Avenue
Partner With Existing BIDs
BIDs Under Consideration: Fourth Avenue BID and Atlantic Avenue BID
Revisit Zoning Incentives
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Section II: The Study Area
Background and Context
Fourth Avenue (the Avenue) 1 is bound on the
northern end by the Williamsburg Savings
Bank Tower and at the southern end by the
Verrazano Narrows Bridge. These iconic images
set the visual scale and define the beginning
and end of the Avenue. The Williamsburg
Savings Bank Tower was constructed in 1927
and is one of Brooklyn’s tallest buildings,
reaching over 300 feet. Its four-sided clock
tower is easily recognizable from all points
along the Avenue. The Verrazano Bridge was
the largest suspension bridge in the world
when it was completed in 1964. The bridge
is the gateway to the New York Harbor and
is the starting location for the New York City
Marathon.

1

4

2

3

6

8

16

9

5

7
17
12

14
18

10
11
15
13

Fourth Avenue passes through four
neighborhoods: Downtown Brooklyn, Park
Slope, Sunset Park, and Bay Ridge. Each of
these neighborhoods lies within different
community districts (CD): Community District
2 (Downtown Brooklyn), Community District
6 (Park Slope), Community District 7 (Sunset
Park), and Community District 10 (Bay Ridge).
The portion of Fourth Avenue, below 86th
Street, is known as Fort Hamilton. The Gowanus
Expressway marks the division between Sunset
Park and Bay Ridge. In Park Slope, Fourth
Avenue divides the neighborhoods of Park
Slope and Gowanus.
Southwestern Brooklyn is well served by
expressways. Accordingly, Fourth Avenue
provides an alternative route to and from
Downtown Brooklyn—which is New York City’s
third largest central business district. The
necessity for an alternative route leads to high
levels of congestion during peak commuting
hours. For most of the 6.2 miles, Fourth Avenue
consists of three lanes of traffic and one lane
of parking on each side. South of the Gowanus
Expressway, the Avenue narrows to two traffic
lanes with parking on each side and no median.
Fourth Avenue is well served by public transit,
specifically subway trains: the D/M/N/R lines all
run down Fourth Avenue and subway stops are
spaced approximately ten blocks apart.

Roads around Study Area
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Parks in study Area

Neighborhoods and Community Districts in Study Area
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In Downtown Brooklyn, the Avenue begins at
the Times Plaza and the triangle intersection of
Fourth Avenue, Atlantic Avenue, and Flatbush
Avenue. Across the street is the Atlantic
Terminal, the third-largest mass transportation
hub in New York City. The Atlantic Terminal is
accessible by subways M, N, R, W, Q, 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, C, and the Long Island Railroad. This area
close to the Atlantic Yards development and
Barclay’s Arena.

Williamsburg Savings Bank Tower and Verrezzano
Bridge bookend the avenue and provide a dramatic
visual corridor

Sunset Park open space with views of Manhattan skyline
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History of Study Area
The Old Stone House landmark, located on
Third Street, off Fourth Avenue, was a key
strategic position in the Battle of Brooklyn
during the Revolutionary War. The Old Stone
House is now a museum, events space, and
public park. It is also one of the few recreational
spaces along the Avenue. Other points of
interest close to Fourth Avenue include the
Brooklyn Museum, the Brooklyn Public Library’s
Central Branch, and Grand Army Plaza.
Many of these key architectural elements were
developed during periods of growth. Sunset
Park grew rapidly in the 19th century, as New
York dominated the shipping trade. During
this time, large groups of immigrants from
Ireland, Poland, and Norway came to the area.
Bush Terminal, between 29th and 53rd Streets,
was an industrial park that grew during this
time. During World War II, the Brooklyn Army
Terminal, located between 53rd and 66th Street,
employed 10,000 civilians and shipped 80
percents of American supplies.
Bay Ridge was settled by the Dutch and was
originally named Yellow Hook- a moniker
reflecting the yellow soil. The area was renamed
in the 1850’s after Yellow Fever struck the
community. The new name combined attributes
of the New York Bay and Ridge Boulevards
in the neighborhood. Norwegian and Danish
sailors came to Bay Ridge in the 19th and early
20th centuries. The Nordic influence can still be
felt in the annual Norwegian Constitution Day
Parade. The population of Bay Ridge grew in
the early 20th century as the completion of the
BMT line in 1915 allowed Manhattanites to
easily move to Bay Ridge.
The triangle at the intersection between
Flatbush Avenue, Fourth Avenue, and Atlantic
Avenue is called Times Plaza. This historical
name is due to the triangle’s vicinity to the
office of the Brooklyn Daily Times. The Times
Plaza Control House was the original entrance
of the Atlantic Station subway, when it was built
in 1908; because of high levels of traffic in the
surrounding area, that entrance was closed. It is
now a skylight for Atlantic Terminal.

Old Stone House

Brooklyn Public Library

Archive photo of Times Plaza and Times Plaza Control
House
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Landmarked Buildings on Fourth Avenue

Royal Castle Apts.

Public Bath No. 7

BK Public Library

Old Stone House

Weir Greenhouse

68th St. Police Precinct

Landmarked Building
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Schools and Churches
Schools
in Study Area

In Study Area
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Historic Images of Fourth Avenue
Source Brooklyn Public Library, Brooklyn Collection
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Population by Age and Race
Brooklyn is New York City’s most populous
borough. With over 2.5 million people, it is
home to myriad ethnic groups. Chinese, Puerto
Rican and Dominican, Italian, Greek, and Arabic
immigrants live next to White, African and
Native Americans. According to the Furman
Center for Real Estate and Urban Policy’s The
State of New York City Neighborhoods 2008,
Brooklyn is ranked second in overall racial and
ethnic diversity. Sunset Park is the Avenue’s
most populous neighborhood, with about
150,000 residents.
Sunset Park also has the highest percentage of
households with children age 19 or younger.
Large populations of school-aged children
require more investment in schools and
recreational space than areas with an older
population. New primary and secondary
schools are currently under construction,
adding much needed classroom space to meet
the demand in Sunset Park. Bay Ridge has a
significant elderly population and is considered
a naturally occurring retirement community
(NORC). This designation is made because
residents tend to move into the neighborhood
as young adults to raise children and stay on
after their kids leave home.
In the study area, the overall population
is predominately white, however there are
significant numbers of blacks and Asians
living in the Downtown and Sunset Park
neighborhoods. Bay Ridge’s population has the
greatest density of whites at 76 percent and
at the other end of the Avenue. Sunset Park
is home to a significant number of Asians and
persons listed by other race categories. Of the
communities in the study area, Sunset Park has
the highest number of foreign-born residents
at 45, whereas in Park Slope the number is of
foreign born individuals is only 18 percent.

Total Population by Community District

CD 2
114,663
CD 6
113,284
CD 7
150,442

CD 10
125,123

Community District Population by Race

Community District Population by Age

Source:
ACS Demographic and Housing Estimates: 2006-2008
Data Set: 2006-2008 American Community Survey 3-Year
Estimates
Survey: American Community Survey
Area: PUMA5 04012, 04013, 04004, and 04005, NY
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Housing and Jobs
Median household income is the highest in Park Slope at $76,000 per household, and the lowest in
Sunset Park at approximately $39,000 per household. Household income in Bay Ridge is $49,000
and $64,000 in Downtown Brooklyn. Sunset Park has the highest percentage of households making
$50,000-$74,999; Park Slope has the highest percentage of households making $100,000 - $200,000
or more. Overall, residents in Sunset Park have the highest percentage or renters and the highest
percentage of families burdened by monthly home payments. Conversely, Bay Ridge has the highest
percentage of homeowners, and the lowest median monthly costs for homeowners with a mortgage.
Between 2006 and 2008, Downtown Brooklyn had a residential occupancy rate of 87 percent. Of
those units, 34 percent were owner-occupied and the median monthly housing cost for homeowners
with a mortgage of $2,540.00. In Park Slope, the occupancy rate increases to 92 percent and
home ownership increases to 37 percent. The similarities of the two neighborhoods diverge with
the median monthly housing cost. Homeowners with mortgages pay $3,120 and renters spend an
average of $1,399.
Sunset Park residential occupancy rate is high at 95 percent, but of those only 29 percent are owneroccupied. The median monthly cost for homeowners with a mortgage was $2,510, while the median
month cost for renters was $1,028.00. In Bay Ridge the occupancy rate is similar to Park Slope at
92 percent. However, unlike Park 40 percent of the housing units are owner-occupied. The median
monthly cost for homeowners with a mortgage in Bay Ridge was $2,343. For renters, the median
monthly costs were $1,098.
Occupation trends along the Avenue are similar to those in Brooklyn and New York City. Across
the borough, and citywide, the workforce is concentrated in sectors relating to sales and office
occupations, with a small percentage of individuals working in construction, exaction, and
maintenance jobs. Across the borough, and citywide, the greatest percentage of individuals are
employed in sales and office occupations, and the fewest percentage of individuals are employed in
construction, exaction, and maintenance jobs.2
Community District Average Household Income (2008)
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Land Use and Zoning
Although the character of the Avenue varies, Fourth Avenue is generally made up of residential uses
with interspersed commercial uses. Churches, schools, and other institutional uses are featured
prominently along the Avenue. The land use chart below lists the various land uses by type and the
amount land that each use occupies in each community district.
Bay Ridge is primarily a residential neighborhood, as 45 percent of the neighborhood is comprised
of residential buildings. Spurring this growth was the development of the BMT Subway that was
extended to the area in 1915. Over time, four to five story brick prewar multi-family buildings
surrounded by single-family houses began to
mark the Avenue in Bay Ridge. A number of
institutional and retail spaces appeared to serve
the neighborhood. Interestingly, the amount of
commercial space is highest in Bay Ridge and
lowest in Park Slope, even though Bay Ridge
exudes the most residential neighborhood feel.
In Sunset Park, the amount of residential space
decreases as industrial and manufacturing
spaces increases. Throughout 2007 and 2008,
the New York City Economic Development
Corporation (NYCEDC) worked with
community partners in Sunset Park to develop
the Sunset Park Waterfront Vision Plan. The
plan will convert the piers into a modern
industrial waterfront. The improvements will
increase pedestrian and auto traffic on Fourth
Avenue, and is expected to bring jobs and
additional green spaces to the area.

Bay Ridge
Land Uses by Community District

Automobile related services such as gas
stations, car washes, and repair shops are fairly
prominent on the Avenue in Sunset Park and
Park Slope. Repair shops often have service
equipment on the street side and sometimes
conduct repairs in the parking lane or the outer
through- lane of traffic.
In Park Slope and Downtown Brooklyn, the
number of multi-family residences increases
dramatically to account higher allowable
density from the recent rezonings. In 2003 and
2005, the New York City Department of City
Planning (DCP) rezoned Park Slope and South
Park Slope to preserve neighborhood character,
while also allowing for greater density near
transit on Fourth Avenue. The land use changes
resulting from these rezonings have brought
larger residential structures to the Avenue,
many of which have placed parking garages
and mechanical vents on the ground floor,
preventing any active street level uses.

Sunset Park
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Land-Use Along Fourth Avenue
Land Use
4th Avenue
One & Two Family Homes
Mixed Res. & Commercial Buildings
Commercial & Office Buildings
Industrial & Manufacturing
Transportation & Utility
Public Facilities & Institutions
Open Space
Vacant Land

Land Use
4th Avenue
One & Two Family Homes
Mixed Res. & Commercial Buildings
Commercial & Office Buildings
Industrial & Manufacturing
Transportation & Utility
Public Facilities & Institutions
Open Space
Vacant Land
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Vacant buildings and stalled development is
a problem in both Sunset Park and Park Slope
but is particularly pronounced in Park Slope.
The 2003 and 2005 rezonings created a new
market for residential and office space. As the
economy took a turn for the worse, financing
dried up for many of the buildings under
construction. For example, the condominium
building at 385 Fourth Avenue has been stalled
since April 2009; the site remains boarded
up with construction materials covering the
lot. Even worse is the proposed development
at 255 Fourth Avenue, which began its
construction in 2005 and has been stalled since
September 2009. Scaffolding and temporary
walkways have caused potentially unsafe and
unsightly conditions.
Zoning designations set the parameters for
building and neighborhood characteristics.
Previously, the zoning successfully maintained
some light manufacturing to the north while
limiting residential growth to south of 37th
Street. The same zoning permitted street level
commercial uses on Fifth Avenue while not
fully considering possible commercial and
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residential growth opportunities on Fourth
Avenue. However, zoning changes based on
the current needs and uses by the community
addressed this issue. Downtown Brooklyn and
Park Slope are zoned R6, R6A, and M1 for a mix
of residential, manufacturing and commercial
uses. The zoning designations allow for an
overall higher density of built space compared
to the rest of the Avenue.
The R6 district is a medium density district and
the R8A district is a high density, contextual
residential district. Together, these two
medium-to high-density districts allow for
a denser build-up of residential structures.
Zoning text changes took effect in Park Slope
and South Slope spurring the construction
of several new high-rise developments
and residential conversions of commercial
properties. An example of the typical new
construction building on the Avenue is the
Novo- a full service condominium complex
between 12th Street and 13th Street.
The recent DCP zoning map changes and text
amendment for South Park Slope aims to allow
for new higher density residential developments
on the avenues, while preserving the general
low-rise character of the neighborhood on the
midblocks. The new map change includes
replacing the existing R6 district between
15th Street and 24th Streets, with a contextual
R8A district. The new R8A district provides
incentives for affordable housing under the
Inclusionary Housing Program.
Similarly, DCP recently passed the Sunset
Park rezoning, which aims at preserving
neighborhood character and scale by
implementing contextual zoning districts and
height limits that prevent new developments
that are out of scale with the existing scale.
The rezoning further uses inclusionary housing
bonuses in order to provide incentives for the
development of affordable housing. Finally,
the rezoning redraws the commercial district
boundaries in order to reflect development
patterns in the neighborhood. More
specifically, Fourth Avenue has been partially
rezoned from 65th Street to 40th Street. New
C2-4 overlays front the Avenue in order to
create a strong commercial corridor along the
entire length of the Avenue.

Auto related uses

Recent residentials developments along Fourth Avenue

Lack of ground floor retail in new developments
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Just north of the rezoning in Sunset Park, the
M1-2 district begins at 39th Street and Fourth
Avenue. The M1-2 district does not allow
residential development and allows a maximum
Floor to Area Ratio (FAR) of 2.0. Excluding
those blocks located in manufacturing or
commercial districts, a commercial overlay
fronts Fourth Avenue. Similar to Park Slope,
Sunset Park contains M1-2D and M1-1D
manufacturing districts by the waterfront to the
west of the Avenue. Sunset Park residential
districts to the east are R4-R6 with the majority
designated as R6 for moderate to high-density
developments.
In addition to the traditional industrial
uses, manufacturing districts permit many
commercial uses and, with some limitations,
certain community facility uses. In this case,
only light manufacturing uses are permitted
since the area neighbors residential uses. With
a maximum FAR of 1.0, M1 areas include light
industries that are wide ranging and often
include woodworking shops, auto storage and
repair shops, and wholesale service and storage
and distribution facilities. The M1 district also
allows for some commercial uses, including
things such as grocery, furniture, and appliance
stores. The M1-1D district, a manufacturing
district that is paired with a residence district,
is a Mixed Use District. New residential
development and conversions are permitted
in Special Mixed Use Districts. In particular, in
Sunset Park, new residential uses are permitted
with a max FAR of 1.65 but need authorization
by the City Planning Commission.
The southern end of the Avenue, in CD 10,
is zoned as a Bay Ridge Special District. This
Special District stretches from the VerrazanoNarrows Bridge at 100th Street and runs north to
65th Street. The special district aims to maintain
the existing contextual and lower density
neighborhood scale. Beyond the underlying
district controls, protections include limitations
on the maximum permitted FAR and the height
of community facilities, and requirements for
street tree planting in all zoning districts that
permit residential use. This special district
is meant to preserve the low-rise character
of the one- to three-family homes on the

One of many churches along the Avenue

Public school in Sunset Park

Vacant land in Park Slope
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Zoning Along Fourth Avenue
Zoning Districts
4th Avenue
R1 - R5
R6 - R8
C4
C5-C8
M1 - M3
Commercial Overlay

Zoning Districts
4th Avenue
R1 - R5
R6 - R8
C4
C5-C8
M1 - M3
Commercial Overlay
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midblock and encourage five- to eight-story apartment houses with ground floor stores along the
avenues. Of all the zoning provisions listed, the two most notable that are most pertinent for the
Spark Fourth Avenue Project are that:
The maximum FAR for any community facility building or portion of a building containing
a community facility use shall not exceed 1.65 in R4A, R4-1, R4B and R5 districts and 3.0
in C8-2 districts.
In C8-2 districts the maximum permitted height of a building is 70 feet. Any portion
greater than 70 feet must be set back 10’ from a wide street.
The residential districts in CB 10 range from R3-R7 along with two commercial districts, C8-2 and C42A. In general, the area is zoned to promote low density and contextual development. Generally,
low-density neighborhoods such as this one are zoned in areas that are not well served by mass
transit and instead have higher rates of private auto ownership. With the exception of a few blocks,
the whole area has a commercial overlay that fronts Fourth Avenue; consequently, commercial uses
line the street going 100 feet into the block.
The upper part of the Bay Ridge Special District is in a moderate-density district (R6). Moderatedensity residence districts are generally found close to central business districts and are well served
by mass transit. Bulkier buildings characterize this district, as well as a wider range of building
heights and lower car ownership rates. This area is defined by a wide variety of buildings including
row houses, low apartment buildings, and some high-rise buildings.
Moving forward, the evaluation of any development strategy will require an understanding and
consideration of the projects along the Avenue that will have a significant impact in the future. These
projects include construction on the Gowanus Expressway, the designation of the Gowanus Canal
as a Superfund, the New York City Economic Development Corporation’s (EDC) Waterfront Plan,
and the Atlantic Yards Arena. In 2005, the New York State Department of Transportation began
construction on the Gowanus Expressway. Constructed is expected to last until 2016. Replacement
of the Gowanus Expressway will begin in 2015. In the interim, however, new painting, lighting,
signage, and street reinforcements will help maintain a high
quality of service along the Avenue. The area along the
Gowanus is also experiencing major development changes.
In March 2010, the Gowanus Canal was designated a
Superfund site. The designation halted investment by Toll
Brothers. The Environmental Protection Agency is expected
to release a plan to clean the site by 2014. The Atlantic
Yards Arena will also increase traffic, density, and commercial
activity on Fourth Avenue. Future planning for the corridor
should take this into consideration.

During Mayor Bloomberg’s tenure, 100
rezonings have taken place city wide.
Four of those rezonings are in the study
area.
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Section III: Existing Conditions
Atlantic Av
(B,Q,2,3,4,5
LIRR)

Public Transportation
Four subway lines service the Avenue. The
Atlantic Avenue Terminal, situated at the
northern end of the corridor, is the largest
transit hub in Brooklyn and the third largest
in New York City. Also known as the AtlanticPacific station, riders can access the Long
Island Railroad, and nine subway lines. Atlantic
Terminal is also only a 15-minute train ride
from Midtown Manhattan. Although there are
a number of lines underneath Fourth Avenue,
one common complaint is that stations are
dilapidated and services are slow. A member
of the Park Slope Civic Council commented
during the Spark Stakeholder meeting that the
R and N trains stood for “rarely and never.”
According to the Straphangers Campaign, all
trains along the Avenue are scheduled to arrive
less frequently than the average line in New
York City.3

Union St
(M,R)
Smith St / 9th

tS(F,G)

9th St / 4th Ave (M,R,F)
7th Ave (F)
Prospect Ave (M,R)

25th St (M,R)

36th St (D,M,N,R)

45th St (R)
53rd St (R)
59th St (N,R)

Bay Ridge Ave (R)

= Fourth
Avenue

77th St (R)

86th St (R)

95th St / Bay Ridge (R)

Subway stops

Unfortunately, transportation options are not
improved by the bus service along Fourth
Avenue. Bus service is intermittent and there is
no dedicated bus line to the Avenue. Multiple
bus lines cross Fourth Avenue or make brief
stops along side streets. Both Third and Fifth
Avenues have dedicated bus lines; the B37
on Third Avenue and the B63 on Fifth Avenue
provide north/south transportation from Bay
Ridge to Downtown Brooklyn. B103 runs south
on Fourth Ave in Park Slope before it turns east.
Recent MTA service cuts will impact residents
along the corridor. Eliminations include the B37
route, all weekend service for the B4, servicing
Bay Ridge and Sheepshead Bay; the B16,
servicing Bay Ridge and Kensington; and the
X27 and X28 Manhattan express buses. These
cuts make transportation especially difficult for
the disabled and seniors in Bay Ridge because
the four R subway stops in the neighborhood
lack escalators or elevators. The MTA cuts will
take effect in the last week of June 2010.4

Atlantic Av - Pacific St
(D,M,N,R,LIRR)

Carroll St (F,G)

65
77

103

71
75

27
28
37
38

29
63

35
11

37
27

83
28

4
= Fourth
Avenue

Bus routes
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Pedestrian and Traffic Safety
The Tri-State Transportation Campaign
reports that Fourth Avenue is the third most
dangerous street in Brooklyn. Atlantic Avenue
is the first most dangerous street in Brooklyn.5
Accordingly, the intersection of these two
streets creates one of the most dangerous
intersections for users.
Fourth Avenue is a major arterial road bisected
by several major collector roads and local
streets. The through traffic lanes are nine and
ten feet with a dedicated nine foot parking
lane. These dimensions are narrower than the
11’-12’ width the New York City Department
of Transportation (NYCDOT) recommends for
comparable arterial streets. Along the Avenue,
traffic intersections are spaced approximately
250 feet apart, with 30 feet wide cross streets
following an alternating east-west traffic
pattern.

View north towards Williamsburg Savings Bank Tower

Median refuge for pedestrians

Typical Street Section (From Atlantic to 65th Street)

12’ - 16’
sidewalk
9’ parking
9’ lane
10’ lane
10‘ lane
8‘ Vent

10’ median

8‘ left turn lane

10‘ lane

2’ median

10’ lane
9‘ lane
9’ lane
12’ - 16’
sidewalk
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Cut outs for left-turn bays in the 10-feet
medians are unusually narrow, short, and
can only accommodate up to two cars at a
time. The length and sharp tapering of the
road, force vehicles to quickly slow down
when maneuvering into the bay. In 1996,
NYCDOT undertook a traffic study that
indicated the rapid reduction in speed
creates conflicts with other vehicles.6 The
same study also found that at intersections
like 24th Street or 54th Streets, where there
are no dedicated turning lanes, traffic
flows are impacted because turning cars
line up in through-lanes. Another problem
is created by ten-foot medians that have
eight-foot cutouts. This design leaves
only two feet for a pedestrian crossing the
Avenue. Crossing the Avenue is a primary
safety concern for residents. Currently,
pedestrians cross the Avenue in two
stages and do not have a safe place to
stop.
The volume of cars, speed of cars, and a
narrow median contribute Fourth Avenue’s
dangerous conditions. Safe east-west
pedestrian movement on the Avenue is
limited because of the 90-foot crossing
distance and inconsistency of sidewalk
size. Participants of the February 9th 2010,
Spark stakeholder meeting and NYCDOT
research reveal that speeding infractions
of 30 miles per hour, or more along
corridor frequently occur. These speeds
further reduce the safety of crossing
pedestrians.
In response to four fatal accidents in
Sunset Park, NYCDOT conducted a
corridor study that investigated the cause
of the accidents. Results from the study
indicate speed was not a direct cause
of the four fatalities, however, excessive
speeds, violations of posted speed limits,
and double-parking all contribute to the
unfortunate circumstances. The study
recommended that stronger enforcement
be undertaken.7

151 pedestrians were killed on Brooklyn streets in the three years from 2006 through
2008. Tri‐State Transportation Campaign’s analysis of federal traffic fatality data
reveal that Atlantic Ave, Kings Hwy, 4th Ave, Ocean Pkwy, and Neptune Ave suffered
the highest number of pedestrian deaths over the period.

Left-turn bay

Annual Borough‐wide Pedestrian Fatalities
2006

2007

2008

Total

44

55

52

151

Most Dangerous Roads in Broklyn

Most Dangerous Roads

2006

2007

2008

Total

Atlantic Ave

2

3

4

9

Kings Hwy

2

1

4

7

4th Ave

3

2

1

6

Ocean Pkwy

1

3

2

6

Neptune Ave

0

4

1

5

Road

Source: Tri State Transportation Campaign
Data source: TSTC analysis of National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s Fatality Analysis Reporting
System, years 2006, 2007 and 2008.
Note: Analysis of most dangerous roads excludes Interstates, highways and other roads where pedestrians
are prohibited.

Crashes Along Fourth Avenue (2004-2008)

Source: New York City Department of Transportation (DOT)
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Typical Street Intersections

Atlantic Avenue - 65th Street
(Downtown Brooklyn, Park Slope,
Sunset Park)
3 lanes + Parking in each direction
Center median with vents for subway
Left Turn lane/no left turn

65th Street - Shore Road
(Bay Ridge)
2 lanes + parking, each direction,
no center median, subway vents on sidewalk
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Location
Brooklyn
Pedestrian
Fatalities
Location ofofBrooklyn
Pedestrian
Fatalities
With
roads
identified
Withmost
mostdangerous
dangerous
roads
identified

Blue Markers: Adult, aged 16-59
Green Marker: Child, aged 0-15
Pink Marker: Older, aged 60 and up

Map Source: Tri State Transportation Campaign analylsis of National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s

Data
source: TSTC analysis of National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s Fatality Analysis Reporting
Fatality Analysis Reporting System, years 2006, 2007, and 2008.
System, years 2006, 2007 and 2008. Note: Analysis of most dangerous roads excludes Interstates, highways
and other roads where pedestrians are prohibited.
For more information, contact Kate Slevin at 212.268.7474 or kates@tstc.org
The Tri‐State Transportation Campaign is non‐profit organization working toward a
more balanced, transit‐friendly and equitable transportation system in New York,28
New Jersey and Connecticut. www.tstc.org

Medians
Improving medians through landscaping, and the creation of pedestrian refuges, will streamline
traffic flow, the street environment, and strengthens connection to public transportation. Eastern and
Ocean Parkways, and Broadway in Manhattan’s Upper Westside, illustrate landscaped medians that
add to the streetscape while providing safe crossing space for pedestrians.
From Atlantic Avenue to the Gowanus Expressway, a raised concrete median serves as a solid barrier
between north and southbound lanes. The median along the Avenue is generally unattractive with
unkempt concrete and an unadorned cement subway vent system. The pedestrian refuge area at
the end of the median is also in disrepair from automobile use. These refuge areas are hard to see,
drivers turning to make a light may run over the extended edge causing damage to the median.
Improving medians with landscaping and pedestrian refuges tend to improve traffic discipline,
improve the street environment, strengthen the connection to public transportation, and improve
bicycle safety.
Median development is limited because
the subway runs below the roadway. The
subway’s vaulted ceilings and vents constrain
expansion. The vents cover the middle section
of most medians and the ends are available
for landscaping with low- rise shrubs and
small plants. Choices may also include artwork
or small-scale streetscaping. The median is
structurally capable of holding raised concrete
planters at the ends as seen on select streets in
Park Slope. Accordingly, creating a raised bed
planter on these ends is structurally feasible.
When rehabilitating the median, Metropolitan
Transit Agency should reexamine the structural
limitations vents, and undertake a study to
determine if extensive venting is still needed.

Subway vent on median

Sunset Park has medians without venting and
these key locations are capable of housing
trees. In Sunset Park, on the Avenue at 58th
Street, four Honey Locusts demonstration
trees were planted successfully. In this area,
eventually the natural vaulted feeling and
spatial definition created by a continuous
thread of shade trees will improve pedestrian
safety and traffic flow as drivers naturally reduce
speeds.8

Section of median without subway vents

sas
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Automobile Traffic Capacity
Fourth Avenue serves as an alternate to the Gowanus Expressway and the Brooklyn/Queens
Expressway. The Avenue carries 17,800 vehicles per day during peak hours. Peak Hours northbound
are from 8-9am and southbound from 5-7pm. Traffic signals along the Avenue are coordinated,
creating a “green wave” for northbound traffic in the morning peak period, and reversed in the
evening. Fourth Avenue intersects two arterial roads at the north end of the corridor, creating a
complicated traffic intersection. North bound Fourth Avenue two-way traffic volume at peak hours
ranges from 1000 to 1700 vehicles per hour (VPH) on weekdays and 1400 to 1700 VPH on Saturdays.
The heavy congestion of this intersection leads to traffic overflows onto side streets.
Double-parked cars restrict the efficiency of coordinated signals as traffic slows, while cars merge
into open lanes. This can result in motorist making sudden maneuvers to switch into left-hand
lanes, which creates the potential for accidents. Double-parked vehicles also cause sight distance
problems for pedestrians wishing to cross.9 In the NYCDOT Fourth Avenue Corridor Study (1996),
double-parking infractions were found to be commonplace and a contributing factor to congestion,
especially during peak hours. As a result of the study, NYCDOT restricted curbside parking on
targeted streets and, increased enforcement. The study recommended that additional loading zones
for commercial vehicles or passenger pick up and discharge zones should be considered in the
future.

Congested Intersections ½ Mile from Flatbush Avenue Intersection

Analyzed Peak Hour
Weekday

Signalized
8-9 AM

4th Ave @

○
○

Flatbush
Ave
Atlantic
Ave
Pacific
Street
Dean
Street
Bergen
Street
St.
Marks
Place
Union
Street

12-1 PM

5-6 PM

Saturday
7-8 PM

10-11 PM

1-2 PM

4-5 PM

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○
○
○

○

○
○

○

○

= Intersection with one or more congested movements in the peak hour (LOS E or F, or v/c ≥0.9).

= Intersection with one or more congested movements in the peak hour (LOS E or F, or v/c ≥0.9) and at
least one movement operating at capacity (v/c ≥ 1.0).
Source: Atlantic Yards EIS
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Crash Hotspots
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Traffic Calming
In 2003, ARUP, a designing, planning,
and consulting firm, conducted a traffic
calming study of Downtown Brooklyn
and the Park Slope portion of Fourth
Avenue. The goal of the study was to
identify ways to improve neighborhood
conditions for pedestrians and bicyclists
without compromising the traffic carrying
capacity of the street. As a result of the
Downtown Brooklyn Traffic Calming Study,
NYCDOT fast-tracked 30 traffic signal
timing changes, parking, and bike lane
improvements. NYCDOT also installed
neckdowns at intersections on Fourth
Avenue, Union Street, and Ninth Street.10
A Summary of recommendations from this
study can be found in Appendix D.

ARUP recommendations for neckdowns along Fourth Avenue
in Downtown Brooklyn

Bike Lanes
Bike lanes exist on the northern portion
of Third and Fifth Avenues with several
side streets linking them. There is also an
extensive network of existing bike lanes
throughout Bay Ridge. A more robust
allocation of dedicated bike lanes is
proposed for Fifth Avenue in Sunset Park.
South of the Prospect Expressway, there
are no contiguous bicycle lanes on either
Third, Fourth, or Fifth Avenues that allow
bikers to travel north and south.
Participants in community stakeholder
meetings stressed that a lack of bike
lanes needed to be addressed.11 Nearly
all bicyclist fatalities in New York City
(92 percent) occur as a result of crashes
with motor vehicles.12 One area of special
concern for bicyclists and pedestrians
is the intersection of Atlantic Avenue/
Douglas Street on Fourth Avenue. In a
report published by four New York City
agencies, the Atlantic Avenue/Douglas
Street intersection was listed as a bicyclist
fatality hotspot. This study is based on
crash data from 1996 to 2005.13

Bicycle and Pedestrian Crashes
Near Atlantic/Flatbush Intersection

Source: Crashstat.org
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Walkability and Open Space
Walkable communities provide many benefits
including reduced transportation costs, a
sense of community, economic stability, and a
decrease in greenhouse gas emissions.14
The popularity of walkable streets can be seen
in cities around the world. Jahn Gehl, a wellregarded architect and pioneer of walkable
communities, notes that cities that have made
efforts to improve their streets are considerably
better off than they were twenty years prior
to implimentation. In Mexico City, the mayor
is investing in urban beaches and bikeways.
Seoul has ripped out a downtown freeway
to make room for parks and flowing streams.
Bogotá, a city mired in poverty, chaos, violence,
and terrible congestion chose to declare a war
on cars. Mayor Enrique Peñalosa abandoned
plans for suburban highways and built vast
parks, bike paths and pedestrian “freeways”
instead. Bogotá is also known around the world
for its’ efficient bus rapid transit system.

Heavily trafficed sidewalks on Fourth Avenue

Reducing road space to create new open space
is at the core of creating a livable street. In fact,
the idea of reducing road space was considered
by the NYCDOT in a 1996 plan to mitigate
traffic in Park Slope.
Recent research conducted by Cairns, Atkins,
and Goodwin concludes that a reduction
in road space does not inherently lead to a
spillover of cars onto neighboring streets.15 The
study area experienced an overall reduction in
vehicles by 11 percent. A transportation study
conducted in Oxford, England showed that
the number of people arriving and parking
declined by 700-800 cars per day after a traffic
reduction plan was implemented while the
number of people arriving on buses during the
study period increased by 2,000 people. 16 In
sum, comprehensive, well-designed, and wellimplemented road plans can curb spill over
traffic.

New York City Department of Transportation
Complete Street Examples
Source: DOT Street Design Manual
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Streetscaping
Streetscaping is the use of plants, street
furniture, and way-finding tools to create a
coherent experience for all users. At the turn of
the 20th century, buildings on Fourth Avenue
were typically no higher than six stories with
trees planted on either side of the roadway.
Today, Fourth Avenue looks very different. Trees
do not currently fit the standard planting metric
of 20 to 30 feet apart per sidewalk block and
buildings can reach over ten stories.

Pedestrian refuge on Park Avenue

Trees can improve the air quality of a
neighborhood and its aesthetics. According
to Environmental Protection Agency studies,
95 percent of carbon monoxide in typical U.S.
cities comes from mobile sources.17 In some
New York City neighborhoods, asthma rates
are more than four times the national average.
Trees also intercept storm water runoff and
lower heat related energy consumption. This is
important because Fourth Avenue is in a lowlying area and vulnerable to flooding; some
subway entrances near Gowanus are elevated
to prevent flooding into the subways.
The Avenue lacks consistent tree planting,
street furniture, and a mix of retail. It is,
however, promising to see that the New York
City Department of Parks and Recreation
(NYC Parks Department) reports a 27
percent increase of trees from 1996 to 2006.
This contributes to a borough wide annual
environmental cost savings of $18,334,000
and a $12,697,000 borough wide increase in
property value benefits.18 Environmental savings
increase the quality of life for a neighborhood.

Pedestrian refuge on Broadway (Upper Westside)

Decades of use-based zoning rules have
reinforced the residential aesthetic of Bay Ridge
and Sunset Park. In contrast, streetscaping is
not present in the Park Slope section of Fourth
Avenue, which is dominated by single-story
auto repair shops or retail stores that have
significant setbacks.

Median with artwork (Wichita, Kansas)
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Trees, Medians and Greenery
The current approach to street tree planting
creates a visually disjointed effect on the
Avenue. Individual property-owners are
responsible for maintaining the sidewalks
between their lots. Consequently, trees are
planted at the discretion of the owners and
owners are not obligated to comply with
recommendations. However, recent changes
in the zoning text provide incentives for new
construction to include trees.
Throughout the last decade, the number of
new trees planted has increased boroughwide. Trees on Fourth Avenue, however, remain
sparse. City agency programs like the 1 Million
Trees or Green Street projects (managed by the
NYC Parks Department) systematize identifying
appropriate locations for cutting new tree pits.
These efforts, however, are stymied by a limited
budget that is intended for all of New York
City.19

Landscaped median with low shrubs on Park Avenue

Location, tree type, and age of the tree, shape
the look and feel of the street wall creating
spatial definition and a continuous view the
Landscaped medians
length of the road. Streetscaping is not as
simple as digging a hole and planting a sapling. The size of the Avenue effectively produces a yearly
drought for plant life; because of pollution, heat and deicing salt, street trees need to be heartier
than those found elsewhere. Fortunately, several species like the Honey Locust, Pin Oak, Silver
Lindon and Zelkova are built to weather these challenges. The Avenue currently is home to all of
these species. The Honey Locust tree is currently favored by NYC Parks because the trees absorb
nitrogen from the atmosphere and draw it into the soil.
The newly planted trees are distinguishable by the kind of ties used to keep them supported and the
size pit in which they are planted. New trees are set in 50 square feet by 25 square feet pits allowing
for larger tree bulbs with more extensive root systems. New trees will have fabric ties where the
older ones have wire. The new approaches are intended to promote the health and stability of the
trees.
Planting trees can be costly. The average cost for the Parks Department ranges from $800 to $1700
per tree. The price includes the cost of the tree, necessary work at the site, a 2-year watering
agreement, repairs to the sidewalk and union labor pay rates. Private individuals planting trees are
at greater risk for incidental costs depending on the knowledge and reliability of contractors.20
Fortunately, streetscaping is not limited to planting trees. Street trees work in tandem like benches,
bus stops, and other street furniture that encourage leisure activity on sidewalks. Currently,
construction on the Avenue limits permanent and semi-permanent structures that would allow for
leisure. Fixed planters at wider intersection would help address this issue. Planters are not currently
used, but the Parks Department has expressed interest in installing fixed planers.21 Maintaining fixed
planters will require additional funds.
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Landscaping Opportunities

Trees Along 4th Avenue

Total Number of Trees
Average Tree Count per
Block (Both sides of st.)

Park Slope
(CD 2 & 6)
35

Sunset Park
(CD 7)
143

Bay Rdige
(CD 10)
110

1.1

3

3
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Placemaking and Wayfinding
Placemaking and wayfinding are necessary to transform Fourth Avenue into Brooklyn Boulevard.
Brooklyn Boulevard will be defined by a distinct scale and scope, facilitated through visual landmarks
and a connected corridor. Place and identity are created by the production of formal and informal
experiences that occur on the Avenue. Interventions should focus on linking neighborhoods, reviving
historic structures, establishing the Avenue’s core and circulation, and promoting livability.

Link Neighborhoods through Kiosks, Signage, and Streetside Instillations
Successful placemaking will connect the neighborhoods of Fourth
Avenue into one contiguous boulevard. Wayfinding tools such as
information kiosks, improved signage, and street installations will
convey the Brooklyn Boulevard identity and help the understand space.
Wayfinding will also orient pedestrians, guide traffic flow, and imbue
the Avenue with a human scale. Similarly, kiosks can help establish a
pedestrian friendly culture and designate a pedestrian right-of-way along
sidewalks. Seating areas and newsstands alongside the kiosks create
information nodes. In other metropolitan areas, informational kiosks
anchor a network of sidewalk services such as wireless Internet hubs, bike
racks, and public restrooms.
Streetside improvements are an additional tool to add color to the
streetscape and showcase local talent. For example, banners reinforce
the connectivity of the Boulevard’s design elements and provide safety
amenities for pedestrians and drivers. Streetlights and hanging flower
pots should be included where possible. These interventions are
effectively employed on Granville Island in Vancouver, Canada. Large,
but minimal banners, and street signs utilize the same font, materials, and colors to convey the
island’s connectivity. Tin facades, maritime character, curb cuts, and interstitial sidewalks unite the
repurposed factories.

Historic Structures in the Study Area
The design lexicon should include specific set placards and lighting techniques reserved for the
landmarks and historic places in the study area. In conjunction, conserving, and incorporating
the Avenue’s landmarked buildings into daily use, promotes the Avenue’s rich history. There is a
vast network of neighborhood and community groups already invested in preservation along the
corridor. These groups are a source of information and institutional knowledge and will be useful
for executing this effort. All landmarked buildings could also be flood lit, providing crisp evening
lighting, enhancing pedestrian walkability, and celebrating the Avenue’s well-designed and vaunted
architecture.

Create Place by Promoting Livability
Livability should be a primary consideration for all improvements along the Avenue. A welldesigned streetscape can help mitigate noise from cars, protect pedestrians, reduce glare, and
soften the urban environment. Diverse and year-round programming of public spaces supports
livability; successful events and entertainment uses include sporting and recreational classes, live
concerns, outdoor theater, shared ball fields, and farmer’s markets. Strong residential, commercial,
social and cultural infrastructure will be vital to maintaining healthy and vibrant neighborhoods along
the Avenue.
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International Examples of Great Streets

Beautifully desigend median creates strong visual c
orridor, Mexico City, Mexico.

Active street life on Las Ramblas, Barcelona, Spain

Boulevard Saint Laurent, Montreal, Canada

Contigous trees buffer congested street,
Florence, Italy

Programming on Paris Plage, Paris, France

Bahnhofstrasse Street, Zurich, Switzerland
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Community Engagement
Connect Residents and Schools through Art, Gardening, and Safety Initiatives
There is a strong network of community groups
and non-profits along Fourth Avenue with
community service and arts based missions.
Additionally, there are elementary and
secondary schools on the Avenue. As seen
in the fiscal year 2010 Community District
Needs Statements, the numbers of schools,
and the quality of education, are priorities
for neighborhoods in the study area. The
combination of existing resources and density
of the target population provide a focus for
community engagement efforts with schoolbased activities and engagement opportunities

Community art sponsored by Groundswell

Additionally, educational institutions can
provide informal public spaces for enjoyment.
This promotes the corridor as a safe public
space designed for extended hours of use.
Job training and job readiness classes are
needed for residents along Fourth Avenue
to take advantage of jobs that will become
available through Sunset Park Vision Plan.
Sunset Park is also a community in which many
of the residents walk to work; preserving the
walkable scale is a preeminent concern for area
residents.
In addition to strengthening the physical amenities of public schools, children’s education can be
supported through children’s institutional spaces and informal spaces throughout the corridor.
Providing zoning and business incentives also helps to recruit health and service sector industries
that benefit from locating close to one another.

Affordable Housing Along Fourth Avenue
The multi-family walk-up stock along Fourth Avenue is a visual hallmark of the corridor and Brooklyn.
Community boards along the corridor reiterated concerns about the high cost housing (Fiscal Year
2010 District Needs Statement). Preservation of the affordable units within the iconic housing stock
is congruent with the policy goals of Mayor Bloomberg’s New Housing Marketplace Plan. Revisions
to the New Housing Marketplace Plan were released in February 2010. The Mayor plans to dedicate
$1.4 billion dollars, between 2010 and 2015, towards the preservation of 47,000 affordable units
throughout the city. The units will be part of the Mayor’s 165,000 affordable units by 2014.

Public- Private Relationships Along the Avenue
Research suggests that BIDs increase a neighborhood’s attractiveness and comparative advantage
compared to other neighborhoods.22 BIDs have also been shown to increase the real price per
square foot of commercial properties by 30 percent.23 Existing and new BIDs should focus on
engaging shop owners in the creation of local commercial corridors, providing supportive networks
for displaced businesses, and supporting existing business relocation services.
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Creating Incentives for Commercial Land Uses, Ground Floor Retail, and Arts Investment
Newly commercial centers must draw New Yorkers to Brooklyn Boulevard by creating high quality,
desirable, and unique Fourth Avenue destinations. Development must also be consistent with the
density and walkability of the areas unique to the northern and southern ends of the Avenue. A
particular draw to the area would be Brooklyn based companies such as Juniors, Brooklyn Brewery
and Mark Morris Dance Group. Current underutilized manufacturing or light industrial spaces
are perfect locations for studio work and gallery spaces, for media such as film, or as child-day
care space, markets for fresh food, community and cultural centers, and green or small business
entrepreneurs.
Arts investment should also become part of the Brooklyn Boulevard brand with “a vivid
understanding of how space is layered from public to private, with strong and logical transitions.”24
For example, the Fourth Street Arts Block undertook an extensive campaign to celebrate the
existing arts opportunities onsite. To execute this plan, the non-profit group Fourth Arts Block (FAB),
created a website advertising the neighborhood’s cultural facilities.

Rethinking Growth: Government- Initiated Landbanking and Revisiting Zoning Incentives
Close collaboration between state, regional, county, city governments, and the private sector is
necessary to coordinate the future growth of Brooklyn Boulevard.

Government Initiated Landbanking
The recent economic downtown provides an opportunity for quasi-governmental agencies to
purchase land and vacant buildings at reduced costs. Quasi-governmental agencies can then lease
buildings and land until values increase, upon which the entity can continue to lease the build
space or sell the property for a profit. This model helps to alleviate pressure on current tenants and
owners who are unable to afford their rents, while maintaining stable investments in commercial
spaces along the street. Landbanking has been successfully employed in ten counties in Michigan,
Houston, and Dallas. While the traditional land bank authority model may be too expansive for the
abandoned lots on the Avenue, the best practices and lessons learned from other land banking
initiatives are applicable. A successful land banking campaign can have positive results on land
use planning, neighborhood stabilization, and community revitalization. A quasi-government entity
landowner increases the likelihood of collaboration on subsequent land use decisions.25
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Section IV: Recommendations
Improving safety and transit efficiency is necessary for the health of the boulevard, Brooklyn, and city
as a whole. In 2008, New York City released a report, in cooperation with Jan Gehl Architects, which
presented new policies and design goals for New York City’s streets. The report, entitled “World
Class Streets” is part of PlaNYC’s vision to create a “greener, greater New York.” 26 The report
emphasizes walking and cycling, creating streets that serve as active public spaces, and integrating
interesting and attractive design into projects and public structures. The PlaNYC framework sets
the groundwork for increased commitment to pedestrian amenities to help increase open space,
facilitate sustainable transportation, and improve air quality.
PlanNYC and the New York City Department of Transportation’s Sustainable Streets strategic plan
outlines a multi-pronged approach for livable streets. The recommendations outlined in this vision
plan build upon this multi-pronged approach.
Brooklyn Boulevard will be a livable street that engages residents and visitors through visual,
social, and economic opportunities. The Brooklyn Boulevard will have a defined sense of place,
will embody local culture, and will accommodate multiple forms of transportation. Brooklyn
Boulevard will be full of streetscape amenities, which will add to the positive streetscape experience.
Developing a livable and walkable Brooklyn Boulevard entails context sensitive solutions. These
solutions require care, patience, and community involvement.
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1. Transportation Recommendations
Improving safety and transit efficiency is necessary for the health of the boulevard. This is a priority
for Fourth Avenue.

1.1 Gather Traffic Data and Execute A Traffic Calming Study for the Entire Corridor
The lack of existing traffic data about Fourth Avenue limits planning for traffic improvements. Traffic
data from DOT is sparse and out of date. The last study was conducted in 1996, prior to Park Slope
and Sunset Park rezonings. A study of the corridor, which examines traffic flow and capacity, is
essential to determine if there is excess capacity and where intersection timings can be improved.
This study should also examine neighborhood streets. This is a comprehensive approach that takes
into consideration the needs of users who live off the avenue but are affected by its traffic patterns.
Pedestrian counts should also be taken along the corridor, especially at key intersections near transit.
Then, a comprehensive traffic calming study should be undertaken to build on the ARUP study and
assess the entire avenue for possible improvements like neckdowns reduction of left-turn lanes, and
creating Leading Pedestrian Intervals at heavily trafficked intersections.

1.2 Improve Existing Medians
The Fourth Avenue median, from Atlantic Avenue to 59th Street, is in a state of disrepair. Upgrading
the structural elements of the median presents an opportunity to also improve the median aesthetic
and shape it into a key component of Brooklyn Boulevard. Spaces on the ends of the medians are
an ideal location for landscaped beds; since the vents are not weight bearing, they are good places
for public art, which can help create a colorful ribbon down the Avenue. Pedestrian refuges in the
median should be extended and clearly marked. Any changes to the median will require additional
engineering studies to determine impact of changing the infrastructure and to mitigate potential
damage to the subway ventilation system.

1.3 Create Loading Zones During Rush Hour in Peak Direction
The NYCDOT Fourth Avenue Corridor Study found that double-parking was a widespread a
problem; fourteen years later, double-parking remains a concern. Restricting parking during rush
hours (7-9 am/ 4-6 pm) will reduce traffic congestion. Another effective strategy would be strict
enforcement of double-parking restrictions for passenger and commercial vehicles.27 Enforcement is
also necessary to prevent cars and trucks from using the outer through lane for commercial use.

1.4 Improve and/or Reduce Left Turn Lanes
Restricting the number of left turns on the Avenue may improve traffic flow during peak hours and
may also allow motorist to use alternative routes more easily. NYCDOT estimated that 60 percent
of the left turning vehicles could shift to immediately adjacent streets.28 Any changes to left-hand
lanes, however, will require additional engineering studies.

1.5 Install Neckdowns
Neckdowns narrow the crossing distance for pedestrians and slow down cars that are crossing;
this reduces the number of pedestrians struck by turning drivers. Capital improvement costs are a
consideration with neckdowns. Installing one neckdown can cost hundreds of thousands of dollars
per intersection because the drainage, signage, electrical conduits, and lighting infrastructure must
also be reconstructed. Due to the high costs of instillation, priority should be given to intersections
where no drainage modifications are required or to intersections that are close to schools.
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Existing Median Along Fourth Avenue

Street
Water Collector
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1.6 Create a Vision for Future Developments
with Temporary Improvements
Recently, NYCDOT installed temporary
improvements on Allen Street, and along
Broadway from Times Square to Heard Square.
At Yeshiva University, temporary improvements
were used to test the effects of narrowing
the street and widening the sidewalks. These
successes can be recreated on Fourth Avenue
by installing bollards, signage, and creative
painting. Temporary improvements are a shortterm improvement that provide a vision and
build public support for future infrastructure
and road improvements.

Allen Street Mall improvements with temporary fixtures

1.7 Adopt Leading Pedestrian Intervals at
Key Intersections
Residents living in the study area would
like more time to cross the street. Leading
Pedestrian Intervals change the timing of the
walk symbol so that the pedestrian is allowed
to begin crossing two to three seconds before
motorists get a green light. Pedestrians
establish themselves in the intersection before
motorists turn across the pedestrian path.

1.8 Strengthen Bicycle Corridors on Third
and Fifth Avenues

Widened sidewalks at Yeshiva University in Northern
Manhattan show inexpensive way to calm traffic

The Brooklyn Borough President should
support the installation of bike lanes on Third Avenue and Fifth Avenue to strengthen the corridor
for bicyclists. There is a need for a contiguous bicycle corridor throughout southwest Brooklyn.
Adding a bicycle lane in the short term, however, is not recommended on Fourth Avenue because of
the current high volume of traffic.

1.9 Implement Metered Parking in Commercial Areas Along the Avenue
Money from Muni Meters should go into a separate fund for neighborhood improvements. Currently,
money collected from parking meters gets transferred to the New York City General Fund. Instead,
the City should consider using the meter funds for local streetscaping projects. Residents are more
likely to support parking fees if funds are redirected towards the neighborhood.

1.10 Improve Public Transportation Service & Stations
The BMT line is almost a century old and is in need of repairs. Updating the stations with a better
appearance of the stations will improve the experience of residents and visitors. Public transit
stations are important on Fourth Avenue because of the large number of users. The growth of
Atlantic Avenue Station and Atlantic Yards necessitates an improvement to the transportation hub.
Additionally, improving access to dedicated bus lines and subway stations with elevators will
enhance quality of life for people with mobility issues. Given the elderly population in Bay Ridge
and the removal of the B37 line, elevators should be installed at subway stations in Bay Ridge.
In conjunction, the Brooklyn Borough President’s Office should explore if restoring bus service in
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sections of Bay Ridge is feasible.
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2. Streetscaping Recommendations
Streetscaping will create a coherent urban fabric through continuity of design, creatively using of
existing infrastructure, and developing space for active community engagement. The following
recommendations will help achieve these goals.

2.1 Increase the Total Number of Street Trees to Six Per Block
Trees are essential to the development of a livable street. They provide a buffer between the
sidewalk and the street. Trees improve air quality; reduce noise, and slow traffic. Well-executed
street trees are rows of mature closely spaced trees that continue the whole length of the streets
with a small break at the intersection. On the Brooklyn parkways, one row of trees lines each
sidewalk edge and two rows line each of the malls. Trees are planted 25 to 30 feet apart. Compared
to other streetscape improvements, trees are relatively cheap to implement and maintain.

2.2 Develop and Execute a Street Tree Planting Strategy and Tree Maintenance Plan
A systematic direct planting strategy will improve consistency of location, tree variety, and
tree height. Additionally, tree maintenance can be quite costly for communities. Local BIDs
should spearhead the development of a maintenance plan with the help of community groups,
neighborhood associations, and other stakeholders.

2.3 Coordinate Improvements to Existing Medians and Improve Functionality
Much of the median is in disrepair. Developing a clear, phased strategy requiring one round of
construction lowers the overall costs of the improvements. Functional medians can also be used to
collect storm water.

2.4 Create Textured Crosswalks and Increase
the Size of Pedestrian Refuges in Middle of
Median
Creating crosswalks with different materials
or paint will let drivers know they are passing
through a pedestrian area. Improving the
visibility and size of pedestrian refuges
is another important way to ensure safer
pedestrian crossings, as seen in the median
refuges on Vanderbilt Avenue in Brooklyn.

2.5 Incorporate Streetscape Amenities for
Leisure and Livability
Currently, there are few seating and resting
areas for pedestrians on Fourth Avenue. In
Copenhagen, there are 150 seats per 1000
yards, whereas in New York City, there are 20
seats for the same amount of space.29 Brooklyn
Boulevard will improve the streetscape with
added lamps, benches, and street furniture.
These fixtures contribute to a sense of
community by creating an inviting atmosphere
that encourages public use, relaxation, and
leisurely conversation.

Textured crosswalks with imprinted artwork
Source: DOT Street Design Manual

Streetside chess tables and benches
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3. Land Use Recommendations
3.1 Plan for a Cooperative Approach to Development of Residential Buildings and Commercial
Amenities
Residential and commercial lots currently line the Avenue. Converting Fourth Avenue into a
livable street will require supporting and developing residential, retail, and commercial entities in
cooperation with one another.

3.2 Phase Development at Transit Nodes
New commercial and retail uses should be developed around subway and bus stops where residents
live and work. The creation of denser commercial centers around transit creates neighborhood
gathering spaces and a pedestrian-friendly street.
The nine transit stops on Fourth Avenue provide different levels of access to residents. The number
of riders at each stop, and the commercial and retail amenities already on site dictate the level
of density and specific uses developed at each location. For example, the metro stops along the
Avenue in Bay Ridge are populated with an adequate quantity of retail to meet the residential
need. The character changes dramatically from 1-2 family housing in Bay Ridge to denser residential
developments with sparser ground floor retail in Park Slope and Sunset Park. Plans for Fourth
Avenue should increase the amount of retail in the area and vary the type of retail services provided.
The transit nodes at the intersection of Fourth Avenue and 9th Street, 36th Street, and 59th Street
could absorb more density.

3.3 Reduce Parking Requirements and Prohibit Setbacks for New Construction
The recent rezoning to South Park Slope hinders the development of ground floor retail spaces.
Residential buildings are now required to build parking spaces for 40 percent of dwelling units. This
leads developers to build parking garages with ventilation shafts at the ground floor level, creating
an opaque and functionless street wall. Reducing the parking requirement would allow commercial
ground floor retail to develop in key nodes along the Avenue.
Many new residential buildings are set back from the street or meet the street with curb cuts,
ventilation, or parking lots. This design is exemplified by the Hotel Le Blue, at 370 Fourth Avenue,
which meets the street with a large parking lot in front of the hotel. Other commercial spaces, such
as U-Haul and Staples, also have parking lots that front the street. Zoning and design regulations
should dictate parking lots in back of the buildings, leaving the front of the lot for a vibrant,
pedestrian based street wall.
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4. Wayfinding and Placemaking Recommendations
4.1 Promote Brooklyn Boulevard with Kiosks and Signage Improvements
Wayfinding tools such as information kiosks, improved signage, and street installations will
convey the Brooklyn Boulevard identity and help the user’s perception and understanding of
space. Repetitive street signs, with the Brooklyn Boulevard logo, will create visual consistency for
pedestrians and cars along the corridor. This technique was used on the Fourth Street Arts Block, in
Manhattan, to create synergy and identity among independent buildings on the same block.

4.2 Add Consistent Flower Pots and Lighting
Streetside improvements will reinforce the connectivity of the Boulevard’s design elements and
provide safety amenities for pedestrians and drivers. Streetlights and hanging flower pots should
also be installed along the Avenue. The BBPO should select light fixtures, street furniture, benches,
and signs from the Department of Transportation Street Design Manual. These elements, as seen in
Fulton Mall in Downtown Brooklyn, meet the sustainability goals set outlined in Mayor Bloomberg’s
PlanNYC2030. Utilizing a consistent and limited lexicon of materials will establish the Avenue’s core
routes and circulation routes, and thereby “reinforce the primacy of the street as the public forum.”30

4.3 Revive and Celebrate Historic Structures In the Study Area
The BBPO should identify opportunities for adaptive reuse of historical buildings. Developing a
grocery store or arts space in an underutilized historic building will integrate the structure into
the modern fabric of the Avenue. Sunset Park Court House, between 42nd and 43rd Streets, is an
example of a well-integrated adaptive use. Moritmer D. Metcalfe, famous for his work on Grand
Center Terminal, designed the building. The Court House was constructed in 1931 and features ionic
columns, porticos, limestone, and window treatment. Community Board 7’s headquarters use the
space, as do various processing units of the New York Police Department. Other landmarks on the
Avenue include St. Michael Roman Catholic Church, located at the intersection of 42nd Street and
Fourth Avenue. The church was constructed in 1870 and still holds regular services.

4.4 Create Place by Promoting Livability
Livability and diverse year-round programming should be a primary consideration for all
improvements along the Avenue. Successful events and entertainment include sporting and
recreational classes, live entertainment, outdoor theater, shared ball fields, and farmer’s markets.
These should be scheduled into the Avenue’s public spaces. During the summer, Fourth Avenue
could host a modified Summer Streets program, similar to Summer Streets program in Manhattan.
This program is most likely to be feasible in August, when commute patterns are usually lighter.
North and southbound traffic would travel down one half of the Avenue, while the other half of the
Avenue would be closed to cars and preserved for recreation. Before implementation, however,
a traffic study should be taken to determine how a Saturday mid-day road closure would impact
residents and businesses.
Park space does not need to be traditional greenways. Paris Plage and People’s Park are
international examples of organic and temporary park development.31 Paris Plage converts the
Pompidou Expressway into a beach for one month of the summer. Fred Kent, of the Project for
Public Spaces, attributes the success of the beach to well-maintained programming that attracts
users into the night.
People’s Park, Copenhagen, is celebrated for its authenticity and simplicity. People’s Park grew
organically, with users requesting new amenities to the site. The space hosts cafés and maximizes
slim, small multi-colored open spaces. This model allow parks to be added next to abandoned
landmarks, stalled developments, and libraries along Fourth Avenue.
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4.5 Coordinate Wayfinding Interventions With Existing City Partners and City Plans
Park space and waterfront connectivity measures should be considered conterminously
with Brooklyn based initiatives such as the Brooklyn Greenway, the New York City Economic
Development Corporation’s Sunset Park Waterfront Plan, and redevelopment of the Atlantic Basin in
Red Hook.
Economic development and aesthetic changes along Fourth Avenue should survey existing
partnerships and community relationships formed through the development of the 197-a plan and
the Sunset Park Redevelopment Plan. The plan has worked with community partners to identify 43rd
Street as an access point to the water. The Fourth Avenue/43rd street intersection should function as
a particular node of connectivity that celebrates the waterfront view through marked sidewalks and
illuminative signage.
Commercial activity and retail traffic that will be generated when Pier 6 is leased out; this is of
particular interest moving forward. In order to support workers in the area, connection to the
waterfront, and the increased commercial growth around the piers, the BBPO should consider
discussing transitional zoning with the Department of City Planning. Transitional zoning would start
at the waterfront and increase in commercial activity towards Fourth Avenue. Long-term planning
should also account for how waterfront amenities can connect to mixed-use developments that may
result from a rezoning along the Gowanus Canal.
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5. Community Engagement Recommendations
5.1 Connect Residents and Schools through Art, Gardening, and Safety Initiatives
The Office of the Brooklyn Borough President
should initiate a partnership between civic
groups (such as Groundswell Community Mural
Project) and schools to identify blank sites
and medians where art can be added to the
Avenue.32
A community gardening initiative would
add green space along the Avenue and may
increase property values. A 2008 report by
the Furman Center for Real Estate and Urban
Policy notes the positive effects of community
gardens on surrounding property values. This
impact would be most pronounced in Sunset
Park where property values are the lowest.
Therefore, the priority for setting up gardening
partnerships would be in Sunset Park, which has
the lowest home sales price.

Streetside artwork at a school in Sunset Park

A school safety campaign should accompany beautification and gardening initiatives. Space
occupied by young adults and school children should be well integrated into the Avenue’s diverse
uses. This can be done by supporting smart infrastructure such public right-of-ways, coordinating
school related traffic, and increasing safety for students. Increasing safety can be facilitated through
brightly striping crosswalks, improving the visibility of traffic signs, and educating businesses about
high traffic times for schools.

5.2 Support Existing, and Develop New, Educational Opportunities
The BBPO should create new, and support existing, educational spaces for adults and children in
mid-density compact areas along the corridor. Planning research argues that sprawl and low-density
development are detrimental to creating a distinct urban corridor and can lead to greater rates of
poverty. In contrast, a diverse set of concentrated human capital investments- such as libraries, small
conference facilitates, and extension-learning institutions, would bring a new group of users along
Fourth Avenue. The BBPO should also invest in the Avenue’s growing young adult population by
pioneering a Brooklyn’s Children Museum. The museum could feature children’s literature and history
about Brooklyn, language services for the polyglot community, and an NPR StoryCorp booth.

5.3 Reprogram Vacant Buildings into Arts Workshop Space
The BBPO could encourage successful Brooklyn arts institutions to establish workshop space along
the Avenue. Existing properties should be subdivided into various sizes, which will enable different
businesses to lease the space. The Avenue’s large converted spaces are also conducive to ground
floor workspace, with large windows, that allow pedestrians to watch artist work. The Gowanus area
is home to four world famous instrument makers; creative economy/flexible space uses could also
include ceramics, cinema, and green economy products.
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5.4 Investigate Tax Incentives and Financing to Support Residential Diversity
The BBPO could help support elderly care services in this area by investigating what Industry
Development Agency tax exempt funding and tax benefits are available for these blocks. Affordable
housing opportunities are also integral to transforming the Avenue into a livable street. The BBPO
should continue to support tenant protections for displaced residents and prioritize preservation
opportunities. There are two areas of further study to be explored. The first is a detailed study of
affordable housing utilization rates and identifying which properties may be in danger of expiring
out of affordability provisions. This would help guide resources to developments on the brink of
opting-out. Concurrently, the BBPO can work with HPD to explore opportunities for building owners
to access the Participation Loan Program.33 The second is a land use study identifying sites that are
not developed to their full FAR, such as libraries, where affordable units could be constructed above.

5.5 Foster Public- Private Relationships Along the Avenue
Leadership, business management, and effective collaboration will support the functionality and
relevance of the new Brooklyn Boulevard for all users. Creating new, and partnering with existing,
Business Improvement Districts provide an opportunity to develop this collaboration. This has
positive implications for retail, entertainment, culture, and transit.

5.6 Partnering With Existing BIDs
The 86th Street Business Improvement District provides an opportunity to strengthen relationships
with business owners along the Avenue throughout Bay Ridge. The corridor between Fourth and
Fifth Avenues houses some of the most expensive retail space available in Brooklyn.34 Spillover
costs could provide large benefits for businesses just outside the BID boundary. In January 2010,
John Logue, president of the 86th Street Bay Ridge Business Improvement District, announced the
BID would set-aside $100,000 for bike racks, benches, planters, and garbage cans between Fourth
and Seventh Avenues.35 The BBPO could support the maintenance of street amenities, as well as
advertise and promote the new BID investment

5.7 BIDs Under Consideration: Fourth Avenue BID and Atlantic Avenue BID
Community Districts Six and Seven have expressed support for establishing a Fourth Avenue
Business Improvement District. According to Community Board Six, a Fourth Avenue Business
Improvement District assessment study was completed some time ago. Support for that study
remains strong. The study is particularly timely given the nascent development of the Atlantic
Avenue BID.36 The BID would stretch from Fourth Avenue to the East River, between State and
Pacific Streets. Merchants expressed a desire for assistance with advertising and beautification
initiatives. The BBPO should continue to monitor how Atlantic Avenue BID developments would
affect the commercial and retail climate of Fourth Avenue.

5.8 Revisit Zoning Incentives
Certain blocks along the Avenue are designed as Empire Zones and Historically Underutilized
Business Zones (HUB Zones). Literature suggests that Empire Zones particularly, but other zoning
and land use incentives as well, may not produce enough gains to balance the lost tax revenue.37
The Office of the Brooklyn Borough President should investigate the quantitative impact of business
relocation incentives determine the efficacy of the programs before moving forward with the
continuation and expansion of similar incentives.
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Intersection Recommendations
The Brooklyn Boulevard vision is executed through recommendations for study intersections in
each Community District. These streets were chosen because they are near transit stations, are key
nodes in the neighborhood and were expressed by community stakeholders and representitives at
the BBPO as places that need attention. The intersections are:
1) Atlantic Avenue/Flatbush Avenue and Fourth Avenue (Times Plaza)
2) 9th Street and Fourth Avenue
3) 43rd Street and Fourth Avenue
4) 86th Street and Fourth Avenue

Atlantic Avenue/Flatbush Avenue and Fourth
Avenue (Times Plaza)

9th Street and Fourth Avenue

43rd Street and Fourth Avenue

86th Street and Fourth Avenue
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Atlantic Avenue/Flatbush Avenue
and Fourth Avenue:
Creating a grand entrance and exit from Fourth
Avenue is key to transforming the street into a
grand livable boulevard. The current triangle
intersection at Flatbush Avenue provides an
especially challenging entrance to the Avenue
for motorists and pedestrians alike. Varying
traffic patterns at this location make it confusing
and dangerous for its users.

New landscaped median on Fourth Avenue between
Pacific and Atlantic Avenue

In order to address problems at this intersection
as well as use its assets to transform it into a
monumental entranceway, Spark Fourth Avenue
proposes traffic calming initiatives and adding
open space that will increase the safety of the
Avenue. This will allow lanes for motorists to
thrive and a plaza for pedestrians to enjoy.
The proposal also takes into consideration the
increased pedestrian and car traffic that will
come from the Atlantic Yards Development.38
In the Atlantic Yards Final Environmental Impact
Statement, one traffic mitigation scenario
involves the rerouting of northbound Fourth
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Avenue traffic heading towards Flatbush
Avenue to Pacific Street. Pacific Street will
resemble a “jug handle” for traffic traveling
northbound. The plan below illustrates how
this scenario could result in increased public
space as well as a possible site for a grand
entranceway to Atlantic Terminal. The Times
Plaza Control House once served as the main
entrance to the Atlantic Avenue Terminal. Our
traffic mitigation plan will help create a safer
public space so that this prominent landmark
can once again be reopened. Pedestrian safety
at this plaza is of paramount importance. This
scenario will require a detailed traffic analysis
study to assess whether the changes will in fact
improve or reduce traffic safety in the area.
Increased public space around the Flatbush/
Fourth Avenue intersection will help the Avenue
capitalize on increased pedestrian traffic
coming from the Atlantic Yards Development.39
The median on Fourth Avenue, between Pacific
Street and Atlantic Avenue, should also be
landscaped. There are no subway vents on
this median. Accordingly, tree panting and
pedestrian refuges are possible. The plaza
space at Times Square will be increased, which
will enable game tables and concessions. In
congruence, a dedicated and modern entrance
to Atlantic Terminal should be constructed.

Times Plaza Control House to be reconstructed as
grand entrance to Atlantic Terminal. Floodlighting the
station will make it more prominant at night

Times Plaza: Atlantic Terminal entrance, concession
space, landscaping and game tables and chairs.

These changes can begin to be implemented
immediately through temporary street changes
such as bollards, signage, and paint bearing the
Brooklyn Boulevard brand.
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Ninth Street and Fourth Avenue:
Reconsidering the Culver Viaduct
The Culver Viaduct is in the process of being
refurbished. The MTA has plans for longterm redevelopment of the viaduct including
improvements to the stations’ safety and
aesthetics. Access to the subway from the east
side of Fourth Avenue will also be restored.
The Spark Fourth Avenue recommendations
build upon the New York City Transit plan,
advocating for the creation of livable and
attractive open space around the station that
will make the intersection convenient and
enjoyable. Spark Fourth Avenue recommends
refurbishing the Culver Viaduct. In conjunction,
space under the viaduct can be enlivened
through lighting and retail. These uses will
help create movement and link the Avenue’s
surrounding neighborhoods. Open space under
the viaduct could be used for a bike-share or
bike- parking. To solidify multi-modal usability,
sidewalks around 9th Street will be improved
with neckdowns, trees, and benches. The
median area will also be landscaped.40

9th Street and Fourth Avenue, birds-eye view

Pocket Park in NYC (Paley Park)

Refurbished station with retail/entrance on East side, new pocket park with seating, bike storage & median landsaping
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The northeast side of the street, next to the
viaduct, should become a pocket park that
is accessible to the public. The pocket park
will have concession space, bike parking, and
public art. This busy intersection is an ideal
venue for a public respite and will be similar to
Liz Christe Garden, on East Houston between
Bowery and Second Avenue. The garden has
a variety of large tall shrubbery that fronts the
street, creating a visual, and acoustic buffer
against the street. The inside of the garden
features vegetables, flowering perennials, birch
trees, fruits trees, and a dawn redwood. Inside
the garden is an oasis, with the longitudinal
flow of space subdivided into smaller nooks
and benches. The same year-round leisure
destination can be added below the Viaduct.

Rendering of refurbished 4th Ave Station (MTA)

Public-private partnerships can be utilized
to help finance the project. The viaduct is
currently being used as a billboard space.
During construction, a rendering of the views
down Brooklyn Boulevard can be shown on
the scrim to illustrate to the community how
the improved intersections will look. A private
sponsor logo could be placed at the bottom,
featuring the phrase “We’re proud to invest in
the future of Brooklyn.”
Temporary decorative scrim (China)
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43rd Street & Fourth Avenue: Connection to the Waterfront
The 43rd Street intersection image shows Spark Fourth Avenue’s 30 year vision for Brooklyn
Boulevard. Spark proposes that the median on the Avenue be expanded to transform into
a pedestrian mall that fosters community, enhances green space, provides landscaping, and
strengthens urban life. An enlarged median repurposes street space for community seating,
gathering, strolling space. The reduction of green and open space on the Avenue is added back
onto the Avenue through the pedestrian mall. The mall will differentiate the Avenue from other
streets in both Brooklyn and Manhattan, as it is a mid-street oasis. Many residents of Sunset
Park walk to work, school, and worship spaces. Accordingly, the pedestrian mall will add to the
community’s sense of walkability.
The mall also creates a space for artists to display their work (such as outdoor sculpture and
seasonally based installations). Similarly, the mall provides space for neighborhoods to create
signage that can advertise community events in Brooklyn Boulevard signs. Finally, increased
pedestrian and motor vehicle lighting will enhance the safety on Brooklyn Boulevard.
This intersection is also vital for developing spaces for community engagement and rest. Bounded
on the east by Sunset Park and on the west by the waterfront, 43rd Street should be developed to
provide an east-west connection for the neighborhood. For this reason, Spark proposes to create
bike lanes going cross-town from Sunset Park and going to the waterfront. Spark feels that a bike
lane on this street will help to bring neighborhood residents to the waterfront. New York City
Economic Development Corporation’s Sunset Park Vision Plan also aims to implement a westbound
bike lane on 43rd Street.
Further, in order to encourage east west travel, Spark suggests implementing a strong landscaping
plan that goes down Fourth Avenue and then wraps around the corner, onto 43rd Street, and
continues to the Sunset Park waterfront. This can include decorative sidewalks featuring water
imagery. Creating a stream of landscaping will enhance the existing vistas on either side of Sunset
Park. The street furniture and asset will also create a guide to amenities that surround the Avenue.
Forty- third Street is conveniently located next to Sunset Park, Saint Michael’s Church, and in the
direct path of Gowanus Expressway and Bush Terminal. This location can be maximized and to make
43rd Street, at Fourth Avenue, a hallmark of Brooklyn Boulevard. This mid- street oasis will draw
people from throughout the City to see Brooklyn Boulevard’s unparalleled park.

Trees, neckdowns, improved median, textured crosswalks, signage, seating and other pedestrian amenities
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86th Street and Fourth Avenue: Create Gathering Spaces on Corners
The 86th Street/ Fourth Avenue intersection is currently a healthy commercial center that serves
the residents of Bay Ridge, and surrounding neighborhoods, quite well. Increased amenities and a
cohesive design program that creates safe and green public spaces, could improve the intersection.
Accordingly, Spark Fourth Avenue suggests increasing streetside amenities and developing
community spaces. In conjunction, Spark proposes developing cross-corridor accessibility to the
intersection. This will allow more users to access the commercial spaces and provide traffic measures
that enhance auto and pedestrian flow.
The development of neckdowns on the intersection, along with increased median space, shortens
the street crossing distance, thereby creating for a safer passage for residents. The street crossing
must be paved with a different material than the street itself; using different materials will give
motorists the increased notice that a pedestrian crossing bisects the road. Such improvements will
make pedestrians feel safer in Bay Ridge and will encourage cars to slow in this pedestrian friendly area.
Neckdowns and enlarged medians allow for a dramatic increase in open space, essentially
creating a pedestrian plaza between Fourth Avenue and the commercial uses. This space must be
landscaped with benches, lighting, flowers, and species of local greenery. Flowering pots can be
added to bus shelters. Increased public signage enable Bay Ridge to advertise local events and
highlight commercial stores on the Avenue. Spark also suggests working with the 86th Street BID
to help finance a consistent sign aesthetic for local businesses that would promote Bay Ridge’s
neighborhood charm. The addition of these items will enliven the street and continue to attract
residents and visitors to the commercial corridor.
In 30 years, the 86th Street/Fourth Avenue intersection should also feature a cross-town bike path
that enables greater access from Bay Ridge to the waterfront. This is an important element of
integrating waterfront jobs and waterfront growth into the daily lives of Bay Ridge residents.

Trees, neckdown, textured crosswalks, signage, information kiosk, seating, bike parking, subway shelter, and ADA
elevator to subway.
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Priority Improvements for Brooklyn Boulevard
•

Install temporary median improvements such as artwork and plantings

•

Ensure at least six trees are planted, per block, throughout the study area

•

Establish Brooklyn Boulevard branded signage for the entire corridor

•

Install street lighting and benches that advertise the Brooklyn Boulevard brand and
make the boulevard safe and walkable

•

Create a grand entrance at Atlantic Avenue & Flatbush intersection

•

Improve traffic flow at Atlantic Avenue & Flatbush intersection

•

Differentiate materials in pedestrian crosswalks, specifically around schools

•

Install neckdowns around subways
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Short-Term Vision for Brooklyn Boulevard
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Long Term Vision for Brooklyn Boulevard
The short-term vision for Brooklyn Boulevard is to create an environment where cars and pedestrians
can safely coexist. The long-term vision for Brooklyn Boulevard, however, builds off of traffic patterns
that may change over the next 30 years and would open opportunities for Fourth Avenue. There are
plans currently underway to rework the Gowanus Expressway; this will impact traffic flow on Fourth
Avenue and the Mayor has reiterated his commitment to public transit it PlanNYC. If public transit
is improved, and the Gowanus Expressway is rerouted, reducing a lane of traffic on Fourth Avenue
may be viable in the future.
Previous proposals by the NYC DOT have shown that removing a lane of traffic is possible (See
Appendix F). In fact, some areas along the corridor, especially those in Sunset Park where the
Greenwood Cemetery blocks through streets, may have excess capacity. A detailed traffic analysis
will need to be done to determine whether a road diet is feasible.
The images below illustrate what a street might look like if it was put on a road diet. The first
example (Scenario A) shows the street with a grand pedestrian median that would help make
Brooklyn Boulevard a safer place to walk and live. Air quality, noise, and water management will be
drastically improved with landscaping. The widened median will also slow traffic and improve leftturn bays. Overall, this vision of Brooklyn Boulevard shows a street that is safe and beautiful place
to walk, drive, work, shop and live. Scenario B shows what Brooklyn Boulevard would look like as a
complete street. Bicycle lanes and a slightly widened median would improve safety for bicyclists and
pedestrians while reducing traffic speeds. Scenario C shows a Brooklyn Boulevard with a widened
sidewalk which would drastically improve the public space for pedestrians. These scenarios are just
vignettes that show the possibilities of what a transformed boulevard might look like. Implimentation
will require traffic analysis studies, community engagement and support, capital funding and political
support.

Possible Median Improvements
Existing Median Type A

1’
2’-6”

Phase 0: Existing concrete
median

3’
2’-6”
1’

Median Type A
70’ Mall

Phase 1: Install a walkway that
extends from the median to the
existing sidewalk. Plant greenery
at the median ends that are
created.

Median Type B
25’ Mall

Phase 2: Plant greenery around
the existing median vents.

Median Type C

30’

Phase 3: Increase median size
in order to create a pedestrian
mall that produces space for
vegetation, art exhibits,
seating and strolling.
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Scenario A (Widened Median) Illustrations
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Scenario A: (Widened Median) Illustration

Widened median to create grand landscaped mall

Scenario B: (Complete Street) Illustration

Complete Street: Bike lane and slightly wider median
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Scenario C: (Widened Sidewalk) Illustration

Widened sidewalks and slightly larger median
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Conclusion
The Spark Fourth Avenue Vision plan represents research, interviews, and community stakeholder
workshops that all have a common goal for the long-term development of Fourth Avenue.
The Avenue’s location, transit infrastructure, growing population, and strong residential character
help the Avenue maintain it’s relevance for all New Yorkers. Spark Fourth Avenue hopes that
these recommendations make Fourth Avenue a grand livable street- Brooklyn Boulevard- known
throughout the world.
Short-term recommendations including traffic calming, tree development, median improvement,
streetscaping, and research initiatives have the potential to improve the quality of life and all
users. Long-term recommendations can help with job creation, housing affordability, and develop
a sustainable mix of industries. Implemented together, the Brooklyn Boulevard recommendations
provide a comprehensive vision for the Avenue’s public parks and green space, safety and future
transit needs, development of jobs and industry, and sustainable network of community partners.
These ideas will allow Brooklyn Boulevard to flourish over the next 100 years.
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Appendix
Appendix A: February 9, 2010 Stakeholder Workshop Process Summary
On February 9th 2010, Spark Fourth Avenue hosted a workshop at Borough Hall for a group
of community stakeholders. Participants included representatives from community boards,
district representatives, and elected officials. The intention of the workshop was to begin a
community visioning process to explore opportunities for innovation and the creation of a
livable street.
Broken into two parts, Spark conducted a 15-minute presentation on the project goals, the
Avenue’s existing conditions, and five areas of consideration. Afterwards, participants were
asked to describe assets and liabilities of the Avenue then break-up into small groups and
discuss transportation, streetscaping, and placemaking. The range of ideas and excitement
generated by participants demonstrated the success of the workshop. Below is a summary of
the workshop findings.

Assets
• Alternate to Brooklyn Queens Expressway, “an escape route”
• Electronically controlled lights enable change in signal timings
• Medians can be repurposed
• Access to multiple public transit options
• Wide streets
• Hosing stock – lots of undeveloped land
• Connects to various communities – centrally located
• In CB10 – many schools, churches, greenspaces
• Good auto body shops
• Wheelchair (ADA) access on Fourth ave subway stops (they are renovating some stops for ADA access,
look into this)
• Low-lying area – floods, Gowanus, transit stations built with extra step to prevent flooding
• Width, vista/views
• NYC marathon (1st Sunday in November)
• Architecture – 43rd and Fourth, some beautiful buildings however not land marked

Liabilities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Current street design encourages driving
Traffic speeds are high
Dangerous for bikers and don’t match needs, bike lanes on Fifth Avenue is more appropriate
Bike lane on Fifth Avenue stops at 25th Street and doesn’t continue to 62nd
Adjacent to Brooklyn Queens Expressway
Lights in conflict with school traffic
NYCDOT changed traffic lights causing traffic backups by the school at 60th Street and Fourth Avenue
New Atlantic Yards arena traffic plan – there will be spill over traffic
Fourth Avenue has spillover from Gowanus Expressway
Fourth avenue dumps into Flatbush, creating problems there (also a problematic intersection)
Vehicle population isn’t representative of neighborhood residents
Possibility for community displacement (Preserving/creating concern about low income housing)
Zoning not done correctly the first time
Low-lying area – floods, Gowanus, transit stations built with extra step to prevent flooding.
UGLY
Subway is challenge for median treatment, is there a possibility for side vents?
Medians – pedestrian safety, there are fatalities, it is difficult to cross
9th Street subway entrance on the east side is closed
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After the presentation and Assets and Liabilities
exercise, participants broke into three groups
to address key topics related to the experience
of pedestrians, motorist and residents along
Fourth Avenue. A summary of those finding are
listed below:

Placemaking and Community Engagement
• Creating better intersections with room for public
art and gathering (I.e. Transit or church centered)
• Churches/schools can become gathering spaces for
public art – create nodes
• Fourth Avenue and 9th Street: talk of visioning new
intersection- downtown BK traffic calming project
• Improve transit stations
• Wayfinding and gateways
• Historic preservation (i.e. Buildings, appropriate development, preserving people in communities
• Broad outreach to all constituents and from all communities, Community Boards
• Business and Economic development – existing economic clusters (clusters of sectors) and residents
• Jobs and people on Fourth Avenue – employs people from community – can we balance need for housing and
the need to encourage jobs
• Street frontage requirements
• Rezoning has not been a success. How can we do something that is more resident and business friendly
• Marathon is Fourth Avenue’s big annual parade – seize on it and replicate it in another way where community
comes out and is engaged

Streetscape and Open Space
• Decorative signage that welcomes to each community
• Fourth Avenue and 9th Street subway station tunnel – see a rendering on future development – scrim – banner of
rendering with corporate sponsor
• Decorative signage heralding Fourth avenue throughout neighborhood
• Involve schools on Fourth Avenue with public art project will bring people and pedestrians to Fourth Avenue
• School art projects
• Banners over street that would be visually appealing
• Trees on sidewalks, and planters on median (where vents are absent
• Low lying planters on medians where there are no vents
• Widen sidewalks
• Bump-outs –with benches/green space – cause cares to slow down
• Pedestrian crossing visibility – bright paint, increase cross time for pedestrians
• Increase cross time for pedestrians with countdown timers (i.e. Hylan Avenue in Staten Island)
• Decorative fencing on the medians to prevent jay walking
• Zoning – incentivize additional green space
• Not viable to eliminate parking
• Challenge of dealing with transitional space
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Transportation
• Traffic Calming with physical design
• Pedestrian bridges at key intersections (Fourth and
Atlantic Avenues)
• Bridge {Model of Grand Central and Battery Park
City, 42nd street pedestrian bridge by intrepid ship)
Atlantic ave and Pennsylvania ave have bridges to
keep car transport going
• Buses – BRT, Light Rail – Improve public transit
buses: bottlenecks caused by double parking
• More access for Verrazano bound buses
• Get rid of B37? Not widely used? More ridership on
5th ave
• Faster route on Fourth Avenue without getting
jammed out in traffic
• BQE – create additional entrances on 39th and 65th
• Who is using the road? Why is there so much traffic?
• Streetscape and sidewalk enhancements
• Bike and pedestrian amenities
• Traffic calming with physical design needed
• Streetscapes & sidewalks enhancements
• 56th st to shore road where the R train runs between downtown and 65th street with N train – can vents be
moved from medians to sidewalks – allow for more turning lanes
• Bike and pedestrian alternatives
• Bike lanes touchy issue
• Bumpouts on curbs
• Help for pedestrians to cross wide street
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Appendix B: Park Slope Civic Council’s Recommendations for the Future of Fourth Avenue
On March 4, 2010, the Park Slope Civic Council hosted a panel on “The Future of 4th Avenue,” at
St. Thomas Aquinas Church. The church is located at the intersection of Fourth Avenue and 9TH
Street. Park Slope Civic Council’s priorities for Fourth Avenue, reproduced below, shaped this panel
discussion.
1. Eliminating the left turn lane from northbound 4th Avenue to Union Street. The Civic Council,
with the enthusiastic support of Assemblywoman Joan Millman, got the NYCDOT to fill in this left
turn lane to create a pedestrian refuge, providing safety for those crossing this busy intersection, to
and from the Union Street R train station.
2. The Lot Atop Shaft 22B: We have requested that the long-vacant lot at Fourth Avenue and
Sackett Street, which provides access to the City’s Third Water Tunnel, be immediately co-purposed
to include a public garden. This request was made many years ago, and we continue to advocate for
this. Read the Civic News article about the garden planned for the site--way back in 1999!
3. PS 133 and the Baltic Street Community Garden. The Civic Council passed a resolution calling
for the preservation of the school (a landmark) and the garden (precious green space on a barren
avenue). Both, sadly, are being plowed under. Read the Civic News article about the history of the
Baltic Street block.
4. Trees: We submitted a grant application to the Citizen’s Committee of NY for money to plant trees
on 4th Avenue, which was not funded. This continues to be a priority for us.
5. The F-Train Station: We have submitted plans to NYCT, and continue to advocate, for reopening
a long-closed entrance to the F subway station on the east side of Fourth Avenue between 9th
and 10th Streets and to restore long-closed, adjacent retail space. The community would benefit in
several ways:
The number of people having to cross this very busy intersection to enter the subway station would
be significantly reduced, thereby increasing safety for motorists, bicyclists and pedestrians.
The NYCTA would earn needed income by renting the retail space. There are numerous possible
uses including a coffee or bagel shop, newsstand, dry cleaner, supermarket or grocery store, and
other business likely to be patronized by daily commuters.
Increase safety and beautify the streetscape under what is presently a dark, dingy underpass.
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Appendix C: Park Slope Civic Council Future of Fourth Avenue Survey Results

2010 Annual Forum
The Future of Fourth Avenue
SURVEY RESULTS
Of more than 175 people who attended the Park Slope Civic Council’s 2010 Annual Forum, “The
Future of Fourth Avenue,” 61 completed surveys made available to participants. This report is
the tabulation of the survey results. Note that not all respondents answered all questions.
Many responses to Question Nos. 6 and 7 have been grouped together, as many respondents
noted the same challenges (#6) and good things about Fourth Avenue (#7). All items noted by a
single respondent have been included as well.
Question #1: What neighborhood do you live in?
Park Slope/Gowanus
Sunset Park
Boerum Hill
Carroll Gardens
Cobble Hill
Prospect/Lefferts Gardens
Manhattan
Clinton Hill
Fort Greene
Windsor Terrace
Flatbush

46
4
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
0
1

Question #2: Do you live or work on or near Fourth Avenue?
Live on
Live near
Work on
Work near
Live AND work on/near
None of the above

7
35
2
4
7
6
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2010 Annual Forum
“The Future of Fourth Avenue”

SURVEY RESULTS

Question #3: If you live or work near – but not ON – Fourth Avenue, how far away?
Less than 1 block
1 - 3 blocks
More than 3 blocks
No response

21
15
9
16

Question #4. How do you travel between home and work?
Subway (line)

40 of whom:
2/3 Trains
B/Q Trains
D/M/N/R Trains
F/G Trains
8
5
4
1
0

Walk
Bike
Drive
Run
Bus

5
5
23
7

Question #5: Where in your neighborhood do you shop for food and household goods?
5th Avenue
C Town
Key Food
7th Avenue
Park Slope Food Co-Op
Pathmark
Union Market
9th Street
4th Avenue
Court Street/Cobble Hill
Target
Associated

21
13
12
7
5
4
4
3
2
2
1
1

Fairway
Leopoldi's
Save on Fifth
8th Avenue (Sunset Park)
Myrtle Avenue
Bedford Avenue
Cortelyou Road
De Kalb Avenue
Church Avenue
Red Hook
Costco
Lowes

-2-

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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2010 Annual Forum
“The Future of Fourth Avenue”

SURVEY RESULTS

Question #6: What do you think are Fourth Avenue’s three biggest challenges/problems?
Traffic speed, volume, congestion
Poor design of new buildings
Lack of retail options/space; businesses closing
Pedestrian safety & environment
No trees/lack of green space
Lack of public space
Dirt, garbage
Bicycle safety & environment
Parking
Empty lots
Unsafe conditions (other than traffic)
Street flooding
Desolate
Lack of left turn lanes
Park Slope Civic Council shouldn't be involved

44
29
12
10
8
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1

Noise
Pollution
Not visually appealing
Overpopulation
Development incorporating needs of all residents
No local bus service
"The biggest problem is that Fourth Avenue will
probably get sold down the river as it did with zoning
exchanged for historic concessions"
"What some people want to do with it. Turning
Fourth Avenue into a piece of Manhattan."
"Potential displacement of people of color"

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Construction sites not secured
Overall appearance
Insufficient density

1
1
1

-3-

1
1
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Appendix D: ARUP’S Traffic Calming Study recommendations for Fourth Avenue include:
Reduce crossing distances and provide maximum possible crossing times for pedestrians
wherever possible

•

Space should be reclaimed for pedestrian use wherever possible and particularly around subway
stations

•
•

Reclaim excess street capacity for pedestrians

Consider discouraging left turns by northbound drivers onto east-west Living Streets west of
Fourth Avenue, including removing the short left turn lanes at each intersection, which would
provide greater pedestrian storage area in the middle of the road, and banning some left turns (this
option was discarded)

•

Minimize traffic spillover on to neighboring streets, particularly at Fourth Avenue’s northern end,
where the traffic congestion at its intersection with Atlantic and Flatbush Avenues in the morning
commuter peak encourages drivers to seek alternate routes

•

•

Manage left- turning traffic off north bound Fourth Avenue to protect living streets

Investigate leading pedestrian intervals for pedestrians crossing Fourth Avenue and continue to
provide left turns off it

•

Provide protected left turns onto Fourth Avenue from major cross streets to reduce blocking of
bus stops

•

Some limited improvements to traffic operations can be achieved through improved signal
coordination in this area.

•
•

Maintain existing signal progression on Fourth Avenue from Prospect Expressway to Times Plaza.
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2010 Annual Forum
“The Future of Fourth Avenue”

SURVEY RESULTS

Question #7: What do you think are the three best things about Fourth Avenue?
Subway service
Wide street; potential to be a boulevard; experience
of linear street view

37
16

Diverse businesses
Ease of vehicular travel; adjacent to Gowanus
Expressway

15
6

Connects neighborhoods
Social diversity
Low scale
Redevelopment potential
Restaurants
Churches
NYC Marathon
Businesses like gas stations as distinct from shops

6
4
4
4
3
3
3
3

Central location
Washington Park
Proximity to Lowes, Home Depot
Sense of community; community involvement

2
2
2
2

New condo developments
Demolition of older buildings
People
Community garden at Baltic Street
Affordable housing
Part of Park Slope
Fourth Avenue as a blank slate
Growing area
Historic buildings, e.g. P.S. 133
Cab directly to Manhattan
Large spaces for businesses
Opportunity for new construction without violating
neighborhood fabric
Parking
Convenience
Le Hotel Bleu
Wide sidewalks that could accommodate foot traffic
and cafes

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Artists living along/near 4th Avenue

1

-4-

1
1
1
1
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Appendix E: DOT Proposed Conditions for Fourth Avenue as part of Larger Proposal for
4th, 6th and 7th Avenues
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Appendix F: Leaf Key
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